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Abstract. Practically all of life’s molecular processes, from chemical
synthesis to replication, involve enzymes that carry out their functions
through the catalysis of metastable fuels into waste products. Catalytic
control of reaction rates will prove to be as useful and ubiquitous in
DNA nanotechnology as it is in biology. Here we present experimental
results on the control of the decay rates of a metastable DNA “fuel”.
We show that the fuel complex can be induced to decay with a rate
about 1600 times faster than it would decay spontaneously. The original
DNA hybridization catalyst [15] achieved a maximal speed-up of roughly
30. The fuel complex discussed here can therefore serve as the basic
ingredient for an improved DNA hybridization catalyst. As an example
application for DNA hybridization catalysts, we propose a method for
implementing arbitrary digital logic circuits.
1 Introduction
DNA has proven to be a highly versatile material for building artificial nanoscale
devices. Among the devices already realized experimentally are DNA motors
[6, 19, 7], DNA walkers [12, 13], DNA fuels [15], DNA catalysts [15] and self-
assembled two dimensional crystals [16]. It is interesting to ask to what degree
DNA alone can reproduce the richness of molecular biology and whether an
alternative “DNA-only” world is conceivable. In fact, proposals that the history
of life must include a time when nearly all the functions of life were subserved by
RNA – the RNA World – have been given serious attention and are now widely
accepted [3].
Biological systems exhibit complex and programmed behaviors. These be-
haviors are encoded by sets of specifically interacting molecules, such as DNA
and proteins. The interactions among the molecules in such biochemical net-
works are akin to wires in electronic circuits. If we set our eyes on creating an
artificial “cell” containing only DNA-based structures we need to design simi-
lar DNA-based biochemical networks that allow the components of the artificial
cellular machinery to interact and communicate.
Biochemical circuits in biological systems almost universally rely on enzyme
activity to carry out their function. It thus seems natural to use DNA catalytic
systems as basic building blocks for a synthetic DNA-based circuit. While ri-
bozymes are the best known example of nucleic acids with catalytic activity
(such as DNA-cleaving or RNA-cleaving DNA enzymes [11, 1, 14]), we here want
to use an alternative and entirely different type of DNA based catalytic sys-
tem, namely a DNA hybridization catalyst [15]. DNA hybridization catalysts
are rationally designed molecules that catalyze the conformational rearrange-
ment of other DNA complexes. The catalytic system typically consists of two
components: (i) a metastable “fuel”, i.e. a DNA complex forced into a state from
which it can not decay spontaneously into its true minimal energy configuration
(“waste product”), and (ii) the actual catalyst which makes a fast pathway avail-
able for the transformation of the fuel complex into waste. The term fuel is used
here, since the free energy that becomes available when the metastable complex
decays can in principle be used to perform mechanical work. The fuel com-
plex could for example serve as an energy source for a autonomous DNA-based
molecular motor.
The first example of a DNA hybridization catalytic system was devised by
Turberfield et al. [15]. There, the metastable fuel consisted of a pair of comple-
mentary strands of DNA that were inhibited from hybridization by inducing at
least one of the strands to acquire a loop-like structure through partial hybridiza-
tion with another strand of DNA. The inhibition was thought to be due to the
difficulty a complementary strand of DNA has in threading its way through the
loop to form duplex DNA. Catalytic speed-up was achieved by a short strand
of DNA that binds on one side of the loop via a toehold and opens the loop
through three-strand branch migration.
In Sec. 2 we describe this system in detail and propose modifications which
promise to significantly enhance catalytic activity and applicability. In Sec. 3 we
propose a scheme for linking such DNA hybridization catalysts into networks
capable of performing complex logic. Finally, in Sec. 4 we will present experi-
mental results on the construction and characterization of a DNA fuel complex
and the catalytic control over the decay of the fuel complex.
2 Improving the DNA hybridization catalyst
Catalytic control of chemical reactions is essential for the design of autonomous
behavior in biochemical systems. Two features are necessary for high perfor-
mance of a catalytic system: programmability of the interactions so that catalyst
systems can be tailored to a given task, and high ratios between the rates of cat-
alyzed and uncatalyzed reactions. We expect that the former criterion will pose
little difficulty for DNA hybridization catalysts, since catalyst design should be
relatively insensitive to the specific choice of nucleotide sequence, once essen-
tial constraints are incorporated into the design process. The more interesting
problem is to design a system with a high catalysis ratio.
Previous work has identified systematic approaches to the control of DNA
hybridization kinetics. A key phenomenon, studied in [10, 4, 17, 18], is strand dis-
placement by branch migration (Fig. 1a). Here, the reaction P S¯ + S → SS¯ + P
is thermodynamically favorable, because of the additional base pairs that are
formed. The kinetics of the reaction depends upon the length of the single-
stranded overhang, known as a toehold. The toehold is where S initially binds
to PS¯, and the longer it is, the more likely that the reaction will enter a branch
migration phase prior to dissociation. Branch migration consists of isoenergetic
steps where the final base pair of P to S¯ is replaced by a base pairing of S to
S¯, thus moving the branch point by a random walk process [9, 8]. When the
branch point reaches the left side of the complex, strand P dissociates. This
is an essentially irreversible step, because there is no toehold for P ; although,
due to spurious “toeholds” produced by DNA breathing, the reaction can occur
at low rates. Using fluorescence of a fluorophore/quencher pair to read out the
bulk fraction of molecules in which the fluorophore and quencher were near each
other (as in the random-coil state of Q), Yurke et al. [18] measured an exponen-
tial acceleration of reaction kinetics due to toehold lengths from 0 (where the
rate constant is ∼ 1 /M/s) to 6 (where the rate approaches that of ordinary hy-
bridization, namely ∼ 106 /M/s). The principle of strand displacement mediated
























Fig. 1. (a) Single-stranded toehold allows rapid displacement of P by S. (b) The
QL¯ + L → Q + LL¯ reaction is slow. (c) The QL¯ + LQ¯ → QQ¯ + LL¯ reaction is even
slower. (d) Strand M catalyzes the QL¯+ L→ Q+ LL¯ reaction.
We now turn to DNA hybridization catalysts [15], where the reaction rate is
controlled not by a permanent structural change in the molecules (such as adding
a toehold or changing the length of a toehold) but rather by an additional strand,
namely the catalyst strand. A precondition for such a system is a metastable
DNA complex or pair of complexes for which a thermodynamically favorable
but kinetically inaccessible configuration exists. A catalyst for this reaction must
make available a fast pathway to the thermodynamically favorable state. Thus,
the metastable complexes represent an energy source that can in principle be
coupled to other reactions, with timing controlled by the catalyst.
An example is shown in Fig. 1b. As described in Ref. [15], the 40 nucleotide
loop region was presumed to be tightly coiled, preventing hybridization in that
domain. The second-order rate constant for this reaction was measured to be
∼ 420 /M/s, which is ∼ 104 times slower than the rate for the hybridization of
unconstrained single-stranded DNA, such as L and L¯. A catalyst for this reaction
(Fig. 1d) was proposed and demonstrated in Ref. [15], where a 30-fold speed-up
due to the catalyst strand M was measured.
Fig. 2. Two copies of strand M catalyze the QL¯+LQ¯→ QQ¯+LL¯ reaction of Fig. 1c.
Here, subsequences of each strand are explicitly labeled, and the necessary toeholds
are added. Thus, M = T¯ A¯, Q = CAT , L¯ = A¯B¯C¯, Q¯ = A¯C¯, and L = CBAT . The
dotted line separates uncatalyzed reactions from those that occur only in the presence
of catalyst strand T¯ A¯.
To increase the catalysis ratio, however, we need a pair of metastable fuel
complexes that have an even lower spontaneous hybridization rate. An obvious
candidate is the system consisting of the molecules QL¯ and LQ¯ shown in Fig. 1c
where now both long strands L and L¯ are forced into a loop. A preliminary
study reported in Ref. [15] established an upper limit of 3/M/s for the second
order rate constant of this reaction. The similarity with the singly protected
system (Fig. 1b) suggests that catalysis of the hybridization reaction QL¯+LQ¯→
QQ¯+ LL¯ will be possible.
Before turning to the experimental implementation (see Sec. 4) we will discuss
one potential pathway for a catalyzed reaction between two loops (see Fig. 2)
whose logic is based on the conclusions of [15]: The presumed compact state of
the loop prevents interaction with single strands or other loops. To enable the
loop-loop hybridization reaction, both of the fuel complexes must be opened,
exposing both loop regions. This is accomplished by one molecule of the catalyst
strand binding to each fuel complex. Thus, in the second hybridization step,
both loop regions are open and available for hybridization. Once the combined
complex has been formed, 3-way branch migration brings the conformation to
the point where 4-way branch migration of the C arms may take place. After
this final step, the complex dissociates into two inert waste products, from which
the catalyst strands can dissociate due to the weak binding in the short toehold
domain.
Unlike the original catalyst, which made use of 3-way branch migration only,
the improved catalyst makes use of both 3-way branch migration (where indi-
vidual steps are typically ∼ 10 µs) as well as 4-way branch migration (in which
individual steps are typically ∼ 100 ms depending upon reaction conditions) [9,
8]. Short 4-way branch migration reactions are typically completed in a few sec-
onds, so we don’t expect this to be the rate-limiting step. However, in another
study we have discovered that initiation of branch migration at a junction can be
surprisingly slow [20]. The results of that study suggest that a three nucleotide
toehold would significantly enhance the reaction rates. To achieve this, we trun-
cate the terminal three nucleotides of the catalyst T¯ A¯, leaving 3nt of A unpaired
to serve as a toehold to initiate 3-way branch migration.
Note that the reaction pathway shown in Fig. 2 is by no means the only
one possible. In fact, the analysis of complex DNA hybridization pathways such
as this one poses profound challenges, because the number of possible inter-
mediate complex conformations (as measured by secondary structure) can be
exceedingly large. For example, branch migration reactions in different parts of
the molecule can occur at different rates and complete in different orders. Fur-
thermore, what are shown as unstructured single-stranded regions may fold into
weakly-structured states that can significantly affect the rates of reactions. Also,
entirely unexpected reactions can in principle occur. One approach to these is-
sues is to use stochastic models of secondary structure kinetics [2] to identify
unexpected pathways or steps at which the reaction stalls. Initial simulations
have demonstrated that the pathway shown here can in fact go to completion
with sequences based on the original catalyst system.
3 Logic gates and circuits
In biological organisms, systems of catalysts regulate fundamental biological
pathways. The ability of catalysts to regulate the activity of other catalysts al-
lows complex logic to be implemented. The potential programmability of DNA
hybridization catalysts may be ideal for the construction of logic circuits. How-
ever, for this to be accomplished, the catalysis of one pair of fuel complexes
must be somehow coupled to the catalysis of a second pair of fuel complexes
which have unrelated sequences. Our proposal for accomplishing this builds on
the improved catalyst design by modifying one of the fuel complexes to contain
an additional strand, X¯, hybridized to the inside of the loop, as shown in Fig. 3.
This strand is then released by strand displacement during an intermediate 3-
way branch migration step in the reaction. Since the sequence of strand X¯ is
unrelated to the other parts (A, B, and C) of the catalyst design, we are free
to choose its sequence to be the catalyst for an otherwise unrelated downstream
hybridization reaction. By making the two toehold sequences distinct, a different
catalyst strand is required to open each of the fuel complexes, and only presence
of both of the input strands allows the reaction to go to completion. This effects
AND-gate logic, i.e., the output X¯ is produced if and only if both T¯ A¯ and S¯A¯
are present, which we write as Gate(T¯ A¯ & S¯A¯⇒ X¯).
Fig. 3. An AND-gate catalyst constructed via two modifications of the improved cata-
lyst shown in Fig. 2: (1) two distinct toehold sequences S and T guard access to the two
loop-opening reactions required in the catalysis pathway; and (2) one of the loops con-
tains a hybridized “output” strand, X¯, which is released by strand displacement during
the formation of LL¯. Thus, the overall reaction can be written as Gate(T¯ A¯ & S¯A¯⇒ X¯),
indicating that X¯ is produced as a single-stranded species only if both T¯ A¯ and S¯A¯ are
present. The dotted line separates uncatalyzed reactions from those that occur only in
the presence of input strands.
A simple variation of this gate results in OR-gate logic: give the toeholds from
the A stems of both loops the same sequence T , and create analogous toeholds
on both C stems with sequence S. Now, either input T¯ A¯ or input S¯C¯ will be
sufficient to trigger the catalytic step and release the output strand X¯. We write
this as Gate(T¯ A¯ | S¯C¯ ⇒ X¯).
To implement any desired computation, a universal gate such as NAND is
needed. AND and OR provide a universal basis only for monotone circuits, which
can directly implement a strict subclass of all boolean functions, specifically those
for which an input bit flipping from 0 to 1 can never cause the output to flip
from 1 to 0. However, this seeming limitation is lifted if we allow a “dual rail”
input representation, wherein distinct signals x+i and x
−
i are used to represent
“xi = 0” and “xi = 1”. Either x
+
i = 1 or x
−
i = 1, but not both; however,
both x+i and x
−
i can be 0, indicating that bit xi has not yet been computed.
To see that an arbitrary function xn = f(x1, x2, ...xm) can be implemented with
monotone gates, consider a circuit of NAND gates that implements f(·). Replace











j . Computation in the new circuit begins with all variable
at zero, then the appropriate input variables are flipped to 1 and subsequent
downstream gates are evaluated. (Note: if a gate is evaluated prematurely, and
both inputs to an OR or AND gate are 0, nothing happens to the output either.)
As soon as the signal reaches the output gate n, either x+n or x
−
n flips to 1, giving












Fig. 4. A monotone logic circuit with AND gates and wired OR. The two inputs to each
AND gate are distinguished. In this diagram, if either gate i or gate j outputs 1, the “T”
input of gate k is activated. To translate this circuit to a DNA hybridization catalyst
network, we require one AND-gate catalyst for each wire in the diagram. For example,
the three thick wires become the three catalyst gates Gate(T¯iA¯i & S¯iA¯i ⇒ S¯lA¯l),
Gate(T¯iA¯i & S¯iA¯i ⇒ T¯kA¯k), Gate(T¯jA¯j & S¯jA¯j ⇒ T¯kA¯k).
It is straightforward to use DNA hybridization AND-gates and OR-gates
to implement arbitrary digital circuits using this “dual-rail” monotone logic.
Indeed, because we have proposed no mechanism for getting rid of a catalyst
once it is released, the monotone logic property is essential for the circuits we
could build this way. To further minimize the size of constructed circuits, and
to show that the shared sequence requirement of the AND-gate catalyst’s inputs
causes no difficulties, we use two optimizations. First, all OR gates may be
eliminated and replaced by a “wired-OR”; i.e., each gate that outputs one of
the OR gate’s inputs can now instead directly produce the OR gate’s output
itself. The resulting circuit can be pictured as in Fig. 4. The inputs to the new
AND gate i are distinguished as type “T” or type “S”, corresponding to whether
the DNA input strands will be T¯iA¯i or S¯iA¯i respectively, where the subscript i
indicated that distinct DNA sequences will be used for each gate. Now, for each
distinct output wire from each AND gate, we construct an AND-gate catalyst
with the given inputs and the given output for that wire. Noting that arbitrary
fan-out can be achieved, this completes the construction.
In a large circuit consisting of DNA hybridization catalyst gates, input is
provided by adding the catalysts corresponding to 1 or 0 input variables, as
appropriate. This will trigger the release of the logically correct intermediate
catalysts for intermediate gates, and finally, the release of either the 1 output
strand or the 0 output strand. Recognizing that the uncatalyzed rate of each
hybridization reaction is non-zero, we must consider that eventually every inter-
mediate and every output catalyst species will be released. Thus, to evaluate the
probable reliability of circuits constructed this way, understanding the timing of
reactions is essential: will the 1 output strand or the 0 output strand be produced
first? It is critical, for example, that the presence of a single catalyst input to
an AND gate will not significantly accelerate the reaction. In some cases a bio-
chemical AND gate, with both inputs driven by the same species, can function
as a restoring element to correct small errors [5]; it remains to be seen to what
extent the sigmoidal input/output curve expected for the AND-gate catalyst can
be used to reduce errors in this context.
It is remarkable that active biochemical logic can in principle be accomplished
by DNA without the assistance of any enzymes. Note however that we have only
shown how to construct feed forward circuits; it is an open question whether the
general scheme presented here can be adapted to the case of feedback circuits,
where signals can be turned off and on dynamically.
4 Experimental implementation
From the discussion in the previous section it is clear that the experimental
realization of a DNA-based catalyst with a large catalysis ratio is a necessary
precondition for the implementation of a DNA-logic circuit. Our preliminary
experimental results indicate that the system outlined in Sec. 2 may indeed work
as a catalyst with a remarkably large catalysis ratio. However, the experiment
also shows several interesting deviations from the theoretical scheme.
Typical experimental data for the reaction between the two loops QL¯ and
LQ¯ (in the following we will use the notation introduced in Fig. 1) is shown
in Fig. 5. In this experiment, the strands L¯ and Q are unlabeled, strand Q¯ is
fluorescence-labeled with the fluorophore TAMRA at the 3′-end and L is labeled
with an Iowa Black quencher at the 5′-end. Thus, the reactant LQ¯ is dark, while
the product QQ¯ is fluorescent. The loops are formed in a slow anneal. The
experiment shown was performed at a constant temperature T = 20◦C and
with a concentration c = 0.5 µM for the two loops. The reaction is initiated
when the QL¯-solution is added to the LQ¯-solution. An increase in fluorescence
intensity is a direct measure of the rate of dissolution of the LQ¯-loop as the
reaction QL¯ + LQ¯ → QQ¯ + LL¯ proceeds. In the example shown in Fig. 5 we


























Fig. 5. The figure shows the long-time behavior of a stoichiometric mixture of the
two loops QL¯ and LQ¯. Strands L¯ and Q are unlabeled, strand Q¯ is fluorescence-
labeled with the fluorophore TAMRA at the 3′-end and L is labeled with an Iowa
Black quencher at the 5′-end (see inset). In the initial state fluorescence is quenched.
The increase in fluorescence intensity is a measure of the progress of the reaction
QL¯+LQ¯→ QQ¯+LL¯. Remarkably, only the anneal performed after ∼ 86 hours brings
the reaction to completion. This indicates the presence of a metastable compound in
the solution. The experiment is performed in SPSC buffer (pH 6.5, 1 M NaCl) at a
temperature T = 20◦C.
followed the reaction over more than three days and, as can be seen from the
figure, the fluorescence intensity changes very little after the first few hours or
so. One might thus conclude that after this point almost all the available loops
have reacted and only inert segments of double-stranded DNA are present in the
solution. However, surprisingly, annealing the sample up to 80◦C for 5 minutes
at the end of the measurement and subsequently remeasuring the fluorescence
intensity shows an increase in fluorescence of around 25 percent.
From this experiment we can draw two main conclusions: First, as the rela-
tively rapid initial increase in fluorescence indicates, the mixture of the two loops
QL¯ and LQ¯ is less stable than one might have expected. In fact, a more detailed
analysis shows that the reaction QL¯+ LQ¯→ QQ¯+ LL¯ initially progresses at a
rate comparable to that of the reaction L¯Q+L→ Q+LL¯ where only one of the
two long strands is protected (see Fig. 1b). Taken alone, this would indicate that
the catalyst proposed in Sec. 2 is at best a minor improvement over the simpler
system of Ref. [15]. Our second finding, however, is more intriguing: Even after
several days the reaction has not gone to completion, as indicated by the large
jump in fluorescence intensity upon annealing. What is more, an electrophoresis
gel shows that directly before the anneal three species are present in the solution
mixture (see Fig. 6). Two of them are the expected reaction end products LL¯
and QQ¯ while the third one is a complex with a mobility roughly half that of a











































Fig. 6. (a) Products of the reaction between the two loops QL¯ and LQ¯. The reaction
was left to proceed for about twelve hours (T=20◦C, TAE buffer, pH 8, 12.5 mM Mg++)
before the gel was run. Left lane: ladder with ten base pair spacing. Middle lane: the
three bands correspond to the metastable fuel complex QL¯LQ¯ (lowest mobility) and to
the double stranded end products LL¯ and QQ¯ (highest mobility). Right lane: After an
anneal, only the stable end products LL¯ and QQ¯ are found. No bands corresponding
to unreacted loops are seen (the mobility of the unreacted loops is comparable to that
of a 55mer). (b) Proposed reaction pathway: The two loops QL¯ and LQ¯ can either
decay directly into the end products LL¯ and QQ¯ (rate constant k1) or via a metastable
complex. In our model, k2 is the second order rate constant for the formation of the
intermediate complex and k3 is the first order rate constant describing its subsequent
decay. Subsequences of each strand are explicitly labeled: Q = CAT , L¯ = A¯B¯C¯,
Q¯ = A¯C¯, and L = CBAT .
While it is difficult to determine the exact structure of the low-mobility
species, we have verified that all four strands (L, L¯, Q and Q¯) used for the
formation of the loops are also present in this complex. It is therefore plausible
that the complex is formed due to strong interactions between the single stranded
regions of the two loops.
Two competing reactions appear to be taking place when solutions of the
two loops are mixed. In one of them, the final double-stranded minimum-energy
compounds are formed directly. Let the rate constant for this reaction be k1.
The second, parallel reaction proceeds via a metastable intermediate which only
slowly decays into the end products LL¯ and QQ¯. We model the rate constants
for these two steps as k2 and k3, respectively (see Fig. 6). The putative reactions
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Fig. 7. Catalysis of the reaction between the two loops QL¯ and LQ¯. The experiment
was performed in TAE buffer (pH 8, 12.5 mM Mg++) at a temperature T = 20◦C
with an initial concentration c = 0.5 µM for both loops. The locations of the dye label
and quencher are as indicated in the inset of Fig. 5. Catalyst strand M (concentration
c = 0.3 µM) is added after approximately 12 hours. After the addition of the catalyst
the reaction goes to completion and a final anneal increases the fluorescence only
marginally. The full lines are fits to the data using the model described in the text.
For the rate constants we use the numerical values k1 = 690 /M/s, k2 = 670 /M/s,
k3 = 10
−6 /s and k4 = 5300 /M/s.
taking place can be summarized as follows:
QL¯+ LQ¯
k1→ QQ¯+ LL¯, (1)
QL¯+ LQ¯
k2→ QL¯LQ¯ k3→ QQ¯+ LL¯. (2)
To estimate the rate constants k1, k2 and k3 we use a simple mathematical
model for the reaction kinetics. The reaction given in Eq. 1 and the first step
of the reaction in Eq. 2 are assumed to be second order, while the second step
of the reaction in Eq. 2 is treated as a first order reaction. The fluorescence
concentration is assumed to be proportional to the concentration of QQ¯ and
it is further assumed that the fluorescence remains quenched in the complex
QL¯LQ¯. From the slow decay of the fluorescence intensity at long times it is clear
that the rate for the decay of QL¯LQ¯ must be small.
The metastable complex QL¯LQ¯ is dissolved very easily upon addition of the
catalyst strand M as is shown in Fig. 7. The loops used in this reaction are
dye-labeled as described above and mixed stoichiometrically at a concentration
c = 0.5 µM. Catalyst strand M at a concentration of c = 0.3 µM was added

































Fig. 8. (a) Comparison of the reactions between the two unmodified loops QL¯ and LQ¯
and the reaction between QL¯ and LQ¯X¯. The experiment was performed in TAE buffer
(pH 8, 12.5 mM Mg++) at a temperature T = 20◦C with an initial reactant concentra-
tion c = 0.5 µM. The locations of the dye label, quencher and output strand X¯ are as
indicated in the inset. (b) Reactants and reaction products for the reaction between
QL¯ and LQ¯X¯. Far left lane: Loop QL¯. Center left lane: Modified loop LQ¯X¯. Center
right lane: Products of the reaction between QL¯ and LQ¯. Far right lane: Products of
the reaction between QL¯ and LQ¯X¯.
after about 12 hours. The reaction then very rapidly went to completion. In fact,
a final anneal did not markedly change the fluorescence intensity in contrast to
our previous result.
To estimate the reaction speed up we need to compare the rate constants be-
fore and after catalyst addition. The uncatalyzed reaction is modeled as outlined
above (see Fig. 6 and Eqs. 1 and 2): The data in Fig. 7 is well approximated by
our model with k1 = 690 /M/s, k2 = 670 /M/s and k3 = 10
−6 /s (see Fig. 7).
The values for the rate constants given here should be considered as order of
magnitude estimates. As we have already mentioned previously, the rate con-
stants k1 and k2 are of the same order of magnitude as the rate constant for
the reaction LQ¯ + L¯ → Q¯ + LL¯ (see Ref. [15]). The reaction after addition of
catalyst strand can be fitted with a simple second order rate law with a rate
constant k4 = 5.3 × 103 /M/s (see Fig. 7). Since the catalyst concentration is
c = 0.3 µM the half-time t˜1/2 for this reaction is 1/k4c = 625 s. The half time
t1/2 for the uncatalyzed decay of the metastable compound, on the other hand,
is t1/2 = 1/k3 = 10
6 s. If we define the reaction speed up as the ratio of the
half times for the decay of the metastable compound before and after addition
of catalyst strand we obtain t1/2/t˜1/2 = 1600.
In Sec. 3 we proposed a modification of the original dual catalyst design
where an additional strand X¯ is hybridized to the inside of the loop. This strand
is released when the loops react and can itself act as a catalyst in a downstream
reaction. The proposal for implementing logic gates outlined in Sec. 3 relied on
two assumptions: (i) that the two loops remain stable and independent in solu-
tion and (ii) that there is a clear separation of timescales between the reactions
taking place in the absence and presence of input strands. The surprising exis-
tence of the intermediate QL¯LQ¯ foreshadows that the scheme discussed in Sec. 3
will have to be modified at least in part.
Intuitively, one would expect strand X¯ to hinder loop-loop interactions and
thus to suppress complex formation. That this is indeed the case can be seen from
the preliminary experimental data shown in Fig. 8. There, the reaction between
the modified loop LQ¯X¯ and loop QL¯ is compared to the reaction between LQ¯
and QL¯. In our experiment, the output strand X¯ has a length of 21 bases (the
same length as the catalyst strand) and its sequence is complementary to the
central part of L. To form the modified loop LQ¯X¯ the output strand is added to
a solution of preformed loops LQ¯. The left two lanes in the gel of Fig. 8b show
the band corresponding to the unmodified loop QL¯ (far left) and to the (less
mobile) modified loop LQ¯X¯ (center left).
The fluorescence data (Fig. 8a) shows that the reaction with one modified
loop proceeds slower than that between the unmodified loops but also goes closer
to completion. An explanation for the latter is provided by the gel in Fig. 8b,
center right and far right lanes, which shows that in the presence of output
strands relatively more loops participate in a reaction that leads to end product
formation than to complex formation. Contrary to our assumptions, even in
the modified reaction essentially all the loops seem either to decay into double-
stranded end products or to form metastable complexes and do not remain in
solution in their original form. While no band corresponding to free output
strand X¯ is seen in the gel, it seems plausible that X¯ is released in both the
decay and the complex formation reaction. (This is confirmed indirectly since
the bands corresponding to all reaction products migrate at the same speed in
both cases.)
5 Discussion
The slow long-term increase in fluorescence intensity we observed for QL¯+LQ¯ is
in qualitative agreement with the preliminary results on loop-loop reactions re-
ported in [15]. A quantitative comparison is difficult since reactant concentration,
location of dye and quencher within the molecules, as well as the dye-quencher
pair used, differ between our work and the work reported in [15]. However, our
results shed light on the actual origin of the observed stability. The discovery
that QL¯ and LQ¯ form a stable complex also leads to the view that the reac-
tion depicted in Fig. 1b proceeds through the formation of a bound complex
between QL¯ and L that then slowly decays to LL¯ and Q. This differs from the
intuitive view, expressed earlier, that the reaction is inhibited because of tight
coiling of the loop. Furthermore, it now seems probable that the catalysis cycle
shown in Fig. 1d proceeds by a different pathway (for substoichiometric cata-
lyst strand concentrations): QL¯ first forms a complex with L, then the catalyst
strand accelerates its decay into Q and LL¯.
Further work is needed to demonstrate catalytic speed-up of the reaction
leading to the decay of the metastable compound. So far, we have only mea-
sured the reaction speed-up in the case where catalyst strand and complex are
mixed roughly stoichiometrically. The result thus obtained can be considered an
estimate for an upper bound on the reaction rates. However, to show that the
catalyst strand indeed acts catalytically, it will be necessary to demonstrate turn-
over – i.e. to show that the reaction goes to completion for sub-stoichiometric
amounts of catalyst strand and that in this regime the reaction rate increases
(linearly) with catalyst concentration.
To implement an OR gate or an AND gate one would have to demonstrate
that adding input strands to a mixture of LQ¯X¯ and QL¯ speeds up the release
of the output strand X¯. However, contrary to the situation encountered in the
catalysis experiments discussed above, it is fruitless to add an input strand to
the solution after the metastable complex has formed, because presumably all
output strands have already been released at this point. Alternatively, catalyst
strands could be added when the two loops are mixed initially, and their effec-
tiveness measured by a speed-up in the release of the output strands. For such an
experiment it seems most convenient to choose an intramolecular dye/quencher
configuration that allows one to directly monitor the release of the output strand.
It seems probable that at least the relatively simpler OR gate can be implemented
according to the scheme outlined here, as all it requires is the speed-up of the
initial reaction between LQ¯X¯ and QL¯ in the presence of either of two input
strands. The on/off ratio for such a gate can be expected to be comparable to
the ratio between the catalyzed and uncatalyzed reactions of Ref. [15] which
was found to be about 20 to 30. However, for implementing more complicated
circuits in which several gates are linked, it seems more promising to completely
redesign the constituent gates using the metastable complex explicitly as a start-
ing point. In this way, one could hope to design gates with an on/off ratio of the
order of one thousand.
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